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The EU’s five biggest domestic air travel markets are France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK. Despite growing competition 
from high-speed rail (HSR) and assorted aviation taxes, all five 
countries have reported domestic passenger growth in each of 
the last three years according to data compiled by The ANKER 
Report from DGAC/UAF in France, ADV in Germany, 
Assaeroporti in Italy, Aena in Spain and the CAA in the UK. 
Annual data was collected for all five countries going as far back 
as 2004. During the last 13 years all these markets have had 
some ups and downs for a variety of reasons. 

Spain is biggest EU domestic market 

In total size, the Spanish domestic market is the largest of the 
five analysed here. According to Aena statistics, the country’s 
airports handled over 73 million domestic passenger 
movements. Remember that a domestic passenger will be 
counted twice, once at each end of the route. Throughout the 
last 13 years Spain has had the biggest domestic market, 
though in 2014 Italy got within one million passengers. Spain’s 
domestic market grew quickly between 2004 and 2007 driven 
by the rapid expansion of Spanair, the emergence of clickair 
and Vueling and airberlin’s development.  

In 2008 one of the world’s busiest air routes, between 
Barcelona and Madrid, saw a significant drop in passenger 
numbers after the introduction of high-speed rail services 
between the two cities in March 2008. After welcoming almost 
4.9 million passengers in 2007, that number fell to just over 
three million in 2009. Air passenger numbers on the 485-
kilometre route fell further in 2012 and 2013 before stabilising 
at around 2.3 million in recent years. 

The collapse of Spanair in 2012 also had a major impact on the 
domestic market. In 2011 the failed airline had around 14% of 
the domestic market. There was a further, even more 
significant drop in domestic demand in 2013 as a result of 
significant capacity cuts by Iberia and Ryanair and the failure of 
Islas Airways in the Canary Islands. A significant increase in 
airport charges at the main Spanish airports in 2013 
contributed to this downturn. 

Since then the Spanish domestic demand has picked up again, 
notably in the last two years when traffic increased by between 
8% and 9% in both years. 

Italy recovers after WindJet collapse in 2012 

Despite the apparently ever-present uncertainty over the 
future of Alitalia, the Italian domestic market is the second 
biggest. Last year, Italy’s airports welcomed almost 62 million 
domestic passenger movements, 3% more than in 2016. This is 
still below the peak of 63.4 million achieved in 2011. Traffic fell 
in 2012 and 2013 after the collapse of local LCC WindJet in 
August 2012. The Catania-based carrier had been the sixth 
biggest domestic airline in 2011 with around 7% of domestic 
seat capacity.  

Alitalia had also cut domestic capacity by almost 20% between 
2011 and 2013, contributing to the drop in domestic traffic. 
Since 2013, demand has grown as Volotea and Vueling have 
grown their presence and Alitalia has absorbed Air One. Ryanair 
has also added plenty of capacity. Curiously, schedules data 
appears to show little capacity growth between 2013 and 2017, 
suggesting that much of the growth is down to improved load 
factors on domestic services. 

France passes 50 million domestic passengers in 2017 

France’s airports handled just over 50 million domestic 
passengers in 2017, up 3.4% over 2016. It is the only one of the 
five countries to achieve its best result since 2004 in 2017, 
beating its previous high of 48.3 million set in 2013. The French 
market has arguably been the least volatile during the last 13 
years. The high-speed TGV rail network was already mostly up 
and running before 2004, though there have been further 
improvements since.  

For example, the introduction of TGV services in June 2007 
between Paris and Strasbourg, seriously impacted the air travel 
market between the two cities. In 2006 there were one million 
air passengers travelling between the two airports serving the 
French capital and Strasbourg. Within two years this had fallen 
to just over 400,000 passengers. In 2016 Air France finally 
suspended all air services on the route. 

German travel tax takes its toll 

According to ADV, Germany’s main airports handled just over 
47.4 million domestic passengers in 2017. This was up just 0.2% 
on the previous year’s figure. However, the collapse of airberlin 
towards the end of the year meant 
that domestic traffic was down 3.2% 

Domestic traffic showing sustained 
growth in EU’s top five markets 
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Welcome 

In this issue we take a look at the top 
five EU domestic markets and reveal 
how they have evolved over the last 
decade and a bit. High-speed rail, taxes 
and airline failures have all played their 
part in recent years. 

We also take a closer look at the 
booming Cypriot market, traffic 
development at Qatar Airways served 
Cardiff Airport in Wales, and Stockholm 
Skavsta. Plus a look at the leading 
carriers operating international 
services from French regional airports. 

Also, all the usual new route news and 
analysis, updated airport traffic stats   
from over 30 countries for March and 
April and four country snapshots. 
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Serving the Welsh capital, Cardiff Airport recently 
welcomed the inaugural Qatar Airways service from 
Doha. The oneworld carrier will serve the route 5-weekly 
initially, increasing to daily from mid-June. While an 
A350 was used on the first flight, 787-8s will be used for 
regular flights. The arrival of such a global carrier is a 
major coup for the airport. 

Over the last 20 years the airport has seen passenger 
numbers fluctuate significantly. Between 1997 and 2003 
demand jumped from just over 1.1 million to 1.9 million, 
helped by the 34% growth in passengers in 2003. This 
was driven by bmibaby making the airport a base in 
October 2002 and launching over a dozen routes within 
a year.  

Annual traffic peaked at just over two million passengers 
for the, so far, one and only time in 2007. At this time 
bmibaby was still the leading airline, but Thomsonfly 
(later Thomson Airways and now TUI Airways) had also 
developed a significant presence, while Aer Arann, Flybe 
and KLM all accounted for at least 5% of the airport’s 
seat capacity 

50% drop in traffic between 2007 and 2012 

After 2007 things went downhill for quite a while, with 
traffic falling for five successive years as passenger 
demand halved from 2.09 million in 2007 to 1.02 million 
in 2012. The key reason was the decline and eventual 
closure of bmibaby. The LCC suspended all Welsh routes 
at the end of S11. That left Thomson Airways (the 
leading airline for international services) and Flybe 
(serving a mix of domestic and short-haul European 
services) as the two leading airlines in Cardiff. Between 
them they accounted for over 50% of scheduled seat 
capacity, with Thomas Cook Airlines, KLM and Aer Lingus 
the other main airlines of significance. 

Flybe is now leading carrier 

Flybe is currently Cardiff’s busiest carrier accounting for 
an estimated 44% of scheduled seat capacity in 2017. 
The airline’s relationship with Cardiff has been a bit of a 
rollercoaster since it first began serving the airport in 
2007, with routes to Belfast BHD and Paris CDG. This was 
followed by Edinburgh, Glasgow, Jersey and Newcastle 
services in S08. Aberdeen was briefly served in S09. 
Nearly all of these routes were then withdrawn by S14, 
apart from Belfast BHD and Jersey. In S15 Cardiff became 
a designated base for Flybe with the resumption of many 
of the dropped routes plus the addition of Cork, Dublin, 
Düsseldorf, Faro, Munich and Milan MXP. Berlin TXL and 
Verona were added in 2016, Rome FCO and Guernsey in 
2017. This year has seen the launch of Venice VCE flights, 
while the airline’s franchise agreement with Eastern 
Airways means that it now also serves Anglesey in north 
Wales and once again serves Newcastle, which was 
originally dropped at the end of S10. 

As a result, Flybe will be serving 18 destinations from 
Cardiff this summer, two more than last summer. Having 
added three new routes (Anglesey, Newcastle and 
Venice VCE) it has dropped service to London LCY. The 2-
daily London route was launched in September 2016 as a 
result of rail electrification works on the Severn Tunnel 
(which connects England and Wales) which resulted in 
increased rail journey times to London, making air travel 
a more viable option. Originally only planned as a six-
week temporary service, the route was continued and 
operated until the end of S17. The UK’s APD (Air 
Passenger Duty) of £13 per sector was blamed by the 
airline for the route’s ultimate suspension. In total 
almost 34,000 passengers flew on the route while it 
operated. 

TUI Airways leading leisure airline in Wales 

TUI Airways is the airport’s second biggest carrier. Last 
year it served over 20 destinations, mostly in and around 
the Mediterranean, with the highest frequency of flights 
being to Palma de Mallorca, Tenerife TFS, Lanzarote and 
Alicante. The airline’s capacity and network for S18 are 
little changed from last summer. However, Hurghada in 
Egypt will be added for W18/19 and Dubrovnik, Enfidha  
and Naples look set to be new destinations for S19. 

The third biggest carrier in Cardiff this summer is set to 
be Vueling. The Spanish LCC first began flights to Wales 
from Barcelona in March 2012 and followed this up with 
route from Alicante and Palma de Mallorca (both June 

Cardiff welcomes Qatar Airways as demand grows 45% in three 
years; Flybe, Amsterdam and Spanish routes top rankings 
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2012) and Malaga (March 2013). These will all be served 
with between three and five flights per week. In 
addition, Iberia Express is offering 2-weekly flights to 
Madrid between mid-June and mid-September.  

Thomas Cook Airlines operates fewer than half as many 
flights as TUI Airways but is still the airport’s fourth 
biggest airline. It serves 11 summer sun destinations in 
S18, with Antalya a new addition this summer. Enfidha 
will be a new destination starting in May 2019. KLM 
serves Amsterdam with up to 3-daily flights, while 
Ryanair offers just two routes from Cardiff. It launched 
flights to Tenerife TFS in October 2014 and Faro in 
March 2017. Prior to that it had operated daily flights 
from Dublin between 1996 and May 2006. 

easyJet has never served Cardiff. It has its ninth biggest 
base at Bristol, which is less than 50 kilometres away on 
the other side of the River Severn. However, driving 
distance between the two airports is just over 100 
kilometres because of the location of the Second Severn 
Crossing. Wizz Air has also never served Cardiff and 
currently operates just a single route to Bristol from its 
Katowice base. 

Amsterdam is #1 route 

Analysis of UK CAA traffic data reveals that although 
seven of the airport’s top 15 routes are to destinations in 
Spain, Cardiff’s busiest route is to Amsterdam, a route 
served this summer by KLM with 20-weekly flights. 
Edinburgh is the leading domestic route, ranking fifth 
overall, with Belfast BHD in tenth place and Glasgow GLA 
in 14th. Of the top 15 routes in 2017 the fastest-growing 
in percentage terms were Faro (+52%, driven by 
Ryanair’s new service), Milan MXP (+22%) and Belfast 
BHD (+17%). 

The leading new route in 2017 was Rome FCO. Flybe’s 
service which started on 28 March carried just over 
20,000 passengers, making it the airport’s 20th busiest 
route. Iberia Express’s new Madrid route carried just 
under 10,000 passengers, leaving the Spanish capital as 
the airport’s 33rd most flown route in 2017. 

Spain and UK lead country rankings 

Almost 40% of the airport’s traffic in 2017 was on routes 
to Spain with a further 18% on UK domestic routes. 
Netherlands (9%) and Ireland (8%) are the only other 
countries with more than 5% of the airport’s traffic.  

Among the top 12 country markets, the fastest-growing 

last year were Italy (+119%), Germany (+55%) and 
Portugal (+52%).  Flybe’s new services to Berlin TXL and 
Rome FCO, along with Ryanair’s new Faro service 
contributed significantly to these figures. 

Seat capacity at Cardiff in S18 is expected to grow by 
5.3% according to FlightGlobal schedules data while the 
number of flights is up just under 3%. Despite Eastern 

Airways’s services to Anglesey and Newcastle now being 
marketed by Flybe, Flybe’s capacity is up only 3% this 
summer though flights operated are up by 23%. The 
biggest driver of the airport’s seat growth this summer is 
the new Qatar Airways service.  

Without this new route Cardiff’s S18 scheduled capacity 
would be down just over 1%. 

mailto:http://www.therouteshop.com/profiles/vilnius-airport
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Tourism is booming in Cyprus with tourist arrivals up 
almost 15% in 2017, after increasing by 20% in 2016. This 
is reflected in the airport traffic statistics at Larnaka and 
Pafos airports, which combined saw growth of 18% in 2016 
and 13% in 2017. With Larnaka handling a record 7.7 
million passengers last year and Pafos also achieving a new 
best of just over 2.5 million, it meant that for the first time 
ever the airports in Cyprus handled over 10 million 
passengers. 

After welcoming almost seven million passengers back in 
2001, traffic fell by 10% in 2002 in the post-9/11 environ-
ment. The 2001 mark would not be beaten until 2007 
when, for the first time, passengers passed the seven 
million mark. Further declines in 2009 and 2013 were 
balanced by growth in other years, but in 2015 the two 
airports still handled just 7.7 million passengers.  

A number of factors have contributed to the rapid growth 
in the last two years. The emergence of three new local 
airlines, notably Cobalt (see Issue 11 of The ANKER 
Report), the decision by Blue Air to make Larnaka a base, 
rapid growth in the Israeli market in 2016 and the German 
market in 2017, and significant capacity growth from 
Emirates and Qatar Airways improving global connectivity. 

Seasonality issues at both airports 

As might be expected from airports serving a major leisure 
market in the Mediterranean, both airports experience 
considerable seasonality, with traffic in Larnaka in August 
well over three times as high as in January. Pafos, which 
has a higher proportion of tourism traffic, is even more 
seasonal with summer demand well over four times that in 
January and February. 

Passenger figures for the first four months of 2018 show 
that demand across both airports is up 11.3%, with Pafos 
(+14.6%) doing marginally better than Larnaka (+10.1%). 
According to FlightGlobal schedules data, seat capacity is 
set to increase by around 9% this summer. 

UK and Russia dominate tourist arrivals 

Figures from the Ministry of Finance reveal that the 
number of tourists who arrived in Cyprus reached 3.65 
million in 2017. Assuming that they all arrived by air and 
that they then returned home that would be equivalent to 
around 7.3 million passengers, or just over 71% of all 
passengers, suggesting that the proportion of passengers 
originating in Cyprus is around 30%. 

The UK and Russia are the two leading countries for 
tourists with the UK responsible for around 34% of all 
tourist arrivals and Russia a further 23%. However, the two 
fastest-growing country markets for tourists in 2017 were 
Israel (+76%) and Germany (+52%). Cyprus has clearly 
benefited in the last couple of years from the safety 
concerns of other popular summer sun destinations such 
as Egypt, Tunisia and Turkey. 

Four airlines competing to be #1 in Cyprus 

In 2014, Cyprus Airways was the leading airline for 
scheduled seat capacity in Cyprus, followed by Transaero. 
Following the collapse of the national carrier in January 
2015, a number of new local carriers emerged; Cobalt, TUS 
Airways and a ‘new’ Cyprus Airways. Cobalt has been the 
most impressive. Launched in July 2016, it will serve 21 
destinations from Larnaka this summer using a fleet of six 

A320-series aircraft. According to analysis of FlightGlobal 
schedules data for S18 it is already the leading airline in 
Cyprus, though only just ahead of TUI Airways, Aegean/
Olympic and Ryanair.  

Of these Ryanair is the fastest-growing this summer, as it 
has more than doubled its Pafos network from eight 

routes in S17 to 17 routes in S18, including the carrier’s 
first ever route to Amman in Jordan. 

Although three Russian carriers make the top 15 airlines, 
many of the services bringing Russian tourists to Cyprus 
are operated on a pure charter basis and do not show up 
in the schedule data. 

Cyprus breaks 10 million passenger milestone in 2017 as traffic 
booms by 33% in last two years; UK and Russia lead tourism rankings 
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Belgium: Both Brussels airports reported solid passenger 
growth in March, while Antwerp and Ostend both 
registered double-digit growth. Brussels Airlines is 
growing but Ryanair has cut capacity in Belgium. 

Poland:  Almost 15% growth in Poland in March with the 
top four airports all recording double-digit growth. LOT 

has regained its top airline ranking ahead of Ryanair, at 
least based on seat capacity. Wizz Air is also growing 
strongly (+28%) and gaining on Ryanair. 

Portugal: Another country where passenger growth was 
around 15% in March, driven by 17% growth in Lisbon 
and 15% growth in Porto. Again, it’s the flag-carrier TAP 

Portugal that leads the way with growth, outperforming 
its nearest (U)LCC rivals. 

Ukraine: Traffic is up over 25% in Ukraine in March with 
the two Kiev airports driving the growth. Wizz Air has 
doubled capacity compared with last March, while LOT 
offered 50% more seats. Ryanair coming in October. 
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Stockholm Skavsta Airport lies around 100 kilometres 
south-west of Stockholm, close to the town of Nyköping, 
which gives the airport its three letter IATA code of NYO. 
Last year the airport handled just over 2.1 million 
passengers, making it Sweden’s fifth busiest airport after 
Stockholm ARN (26.6 million), Gothenburg (6.8 million), 
Stockholm BMA (2.5 million) and Malmö (2.2 million). 
Currently just two airlines operate scheduled services 
from the airport; Europe’s two leading ULCCs, Ryanair 
and Wizz Air. Ryanair accounts for around two-thirds of 
capacity and Wizz Air one-third. 

Ryanair began serving the airport from London STN as 
long ago as June 1997. A second route from Frankfurt 
HHN began in December 2002 before the airline made 
the airport a base in April 2003. Six more routes were 
launched at this time to Aarhus, Glasgow PIK, Hamburg 
LBC, Oslo TRF, Paris BVA and Tampere. The routes to 
Aarhus, Oslo TRF and Tampere were all dropped the 
following January, replaced by new routes to Milan BGY 
and Rome CIA. 

Between 2003 and 2008 traffic grew by 150% from 
under one million passengers per annum to 2.5 million. 
Wizz Air joined Ryanair in providing services at the 
airport in 2004. From 2008 to 2011 traffic remained 
relatively stable at around 2.5 million passengers. Over 
the next three years passenger numbers fell by some 
35% to just over 1.65 million. This was driven by 
Ryanair’s capacity cuts, as, during the same period, Wizz 
Air actually grew its capacity by around 15%. 

Since 2014 demand has been increasing again with 
growth of 9% in 2015, 11% in 2016 and 5% in 2017. The 
vast majority of that growth has come from Wizz Air, as 
Ryanair’s capacity has grown just 4% between 2014 and 
2017. For the first 10 months of 2018 (up until the end of 
the S18 season) capacity at the airport is set to grow by 
6.5%, with Ryanair (+5.6%) and Wizz Air (+8.3%) growing 
at similar rates. 

Over 80 destinations served by Ryanair at some point 

Since launching service, Ryanair has offered flights, at 
one time or other, to over 80 destinations from 
Stockholm NYO. During the airport’s busiest year of 2011 
Ryanair served 49 destinations from the airport. Analysis 
of total seat capacity offered by Ryanair at Skavsta 
between 2004 and 2018 shows that of the top 10 all-
time routes, seven were already served in 2004, the 
exceptions being Alicante, Riga and Weeze. Maybe more 
curiously, three of the top 10 all-time routes are not 
served in 2018. Fourth-ranked Frankfurt HHN saw 
service end in early 2014, a fate which also befell the 
sixth-ranked Riga service and the ninth-ranked Hamburg 
LBC service. 

Ryanair’s top route this summer remains London STN, 
followed by Alicante, Milan BGY and Gdansk. For Wizz 
Air the leading route is Gdansk, followed by Budapest 
and Warsaw WAW. This makes Gdansk the airport’s 
leading route and the only one on which the two ULCCs 
compete head-to-head. Although they both serve the 
Warsaw market, Ryanair flies to Warsaw WMI while 
Wizz Air operates to Warsaw WAW.  

This summer, Ryanair will serve 28 destinations from 
Skavsta and Wizz Air 13. Wizz Air’s newest route began 
on 14 May to Szczecin, having dropped its service to Cluj-
Napoca. It will begin service to Vienna next March. 
Ryanair has dropped service to Biarritz, Brindisi and 
Chania for S18. Its most recent new routes were 
launched at the end of 2017 to Memmingen and Nis. 
Edinburgh service will resume in W18/19 while Kiev is 
set to become a new destination at the end of October. 

Celebrating 20 years of private ownership 

The airport has been privately owned since 1998, when 
Nyköping Municipality sold 90% of the shares to TBI, a 
UK company, which at that time also owned and 
managed Belfast BFS, London LTN and Orlando SFB. 
Since October 2013, these shares are ultimately held by 
OMERS Strategic Investments which is a majority 
shareholder in Airports Worldwide. OMERS is a pension 
fund for municipal employees from Ontario, Canada. 
Last month it was announced that VINCI Airports plans 
to acquire Airports Worldwide subject to the approval of 
the relevant authorities and the partners. Nyköping 
Municipality is still a shareholder with a 9.9% share. 

Stockholm Skavsta served by both Ryanair and Wizz Air; over 40  
routes flown with competition limited to Gdansk and Warsaw 
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In common with most flag-carriers, Air France focuses its 
international services at its main base, in this case Paris 
CDG. From here it will serve some 150 international 
destinations this summer, most fed by often multiple-
daily services from almost 20 domestic airports. 

As a result, Air France offers just eight international 
routes (operating at least 30 times during S18) from 
French airports other than Paris CDG and Paris ORY. Four 
of these are to Amsterdam (from Clermont-Ferrand, 
Marseille, Rennes and Strasbourg), two to Athens (from 
Marseille and Toulouse), plus Montpellier to Algiers and 
Nice to Tel Aviv. Services from Nantes to Amsterdam 
were transferred to KLM at the start of the S18 season. 

HOP! drops three routes but adds two 

In addition, Air France’s regional subsidiary, HOP!, 
operates a further 13 international routes, seven from 
Lyon, three from Nantes, two from Bordeaux and one 
from Biarritz (to Geneva). Compared with S17, three 
Lyon routes have been dropped (to Florence, Gothen-
burg and Luxembourg) while two have been added. At 
the start of W17/18 new routes were launched by HOP! 
between Nantes and Hamburg and between Bordeaux 
and Düsseldorf. Both of these services have continued 
into S18. 

Taken separately, Air France and HOP! would rank just 
17th and 26th respectively among the leading operators 
of international seat capacity from French airports other 
than Paris CDG and Paris ORY. However, if their figures 
are combined they would rank tenth, behind KLM but 
ahead of TUI fly Belgium. 

Transavia France’s 30% growth in S18 

Air France’s in-house LCC Transavia France (IATA code 
TO) is the eighth biggest airline in this market in S18 and 
one of the fastest-growing. From Lyon it will operate 17 
routes this summer, including new links to Catania,  
Djerba, Malaga and Palermo, though Valencia services 
have been dropped. The airline has increased capacity by 
25% at Lyon this summer. 

From Nantes, capacity is up 37% and again 17 routes are 
offered, with Agadir, Casablanca, Catania, Djerba and 
Rome FCO new for S18 with no routes dropped. 

However, even combining all the seat capacity offered 
by Air France, HOP! and Transavia France, the Air France 
Group would still only rank in fourth place, behind 
easyJet, Ryanair and Lufthansa.  

easyJet passes Ryanair for #1 position 

Compared with last summer, easyJet has now passed 
Ryanair to be the leading provider of international seat 
capacity from non-ADP airports in France. While total 
seat capacity in this market is expected to grow by just 
over 4% in S18 according to FlightGlobal schedules data, 
easyJet’s 9% growth means it has leapfrogged Ryanair. 

Apart from Transavia, the other fastest-growing airlines 
in this market are Wizz Air (+49%) and Volotea (+30%). 

Volotea has passed Air Algerie for sixth place and could 
pass British Airways and Vueling in 2019. Wizz Air has 
grown its capacity by almost 50% and now offers 22 
French routes, up from 18 in S17. It has dropped Paris 
BVA flights to Katowice and Warsaw WAW but added 
routes to Beauvais from Iasi, Kutaisi and Sibiu as well as 
new routes to Nice from Bucharest and Sofia and a link 
from Warsaw WAW to Bordeaux. 

Lufthansa is the leading legacy carrier in the rankings. It 
offers regular flights to its Frankfurt hub from Bordeaux, 
Lyon, Marseille, Nice and Toulouse and flights to Munich 
from Lyon, Marseille, Nantes, Nice and Toulouse. It also 
serves Bastia from both hubs with either weekly or 2-
weekly flights during the summer. 

easyJet and Ryanair dominate international services from French  
airports other than Paris CDG and Orly; Lufthansa leading flag-carrier 

http://www.connect-aviation.com/
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Latest European route news 

Launched routes 

Aeroflot has added a new domestic destination from its 
main hub at Moscow SVO. On 1 May it began 2-daily 
service to Saransk. The route will be flown by the 
airline’s Sukhoi Superjet 100s. The airport at Saransk was 
closed for most of 2017 for rebuilding ahead of the 2018 
FIFA World Cup. It reopened just before the end of 2017. 
Located around 500 kilometres east of Moscow and the 
capital of the Republic of Mordovia, Saransk will host 
four matches (Peru v Denmark, Colombia v Japan, Iran v 
Portugal, Panama v Tunisia) in the football tournament, 
in the new, 45,000 seat Mordovia Arena. Aeroflot faces 
no direct competition on the route. However, S7 Airlines 
offers a daily service to Saransk from Moscow DME. 

Air Corsica on 3 May introduced its first services to the 
UK. The carrier began flights from Ajaccio and Bastia to 
London STN using its A320s. Initially both routes will be 
served 2-weekly. Both routes will see frequency increase 
to 4-weekly during the peak summer period. Direct 
competition comes from easyJet on the Bastia route, but 
only in July and August. easyJet also serves both 
Corsican airports from London LGW, Bastia 2-weekly and 
Ajaccio weekly. Air Corsica will also add non-stop service 
between Figari and London STN on 2 June. With British 
Airways also launching a new, weekly service to Figari 
from London LHR on 27 May, total scheduled seat 
capacity between the UK and Corsica will be up a 
massive 145% this summer according to FlightGlobal 
schedules data. 

Air France began non-stop service from Paris CDG to 
Fortaleza in Brazil on 3 May. Using A340s operating 
under the Joon brand, the 7,100-kilometre route will be 
served 2-weekly initially, increasing to 3-weekly in 
November. Fortaleza, in the north-east corner of Brazil, 
handled almost six million passengers in 2017, making it 
Brazil’s 12th busiest airport. KLM also began service to 
the airport during the last fortnight (see page 9), joining 
TAP Portugal (daily from Lisbon) and Condor (weekly 
from Frankfurt) in operating non-stop service between 
Europe and Fortaleza. Air France has also used its Joon 
subsidiary to launch 3-weekly service to Mahé in the 
Seychelles on 5 May. Air Seychelles stopped serving the 
route in April leaving Air France as the only carrier 
connecting France and the Seychelles with non-stop 
flights. British Airways also launched flights to Mahé at 
the start of the S18 season, while Edelweiss Air will 
begin a weekly service from Zurich in September.  

Air Italy, which is the new name for Meridiana, has 
greatly expanded its domestic operations from Milan 
MXP. On 1 May the carrier began service to Naples, 
Palermo and Rome FCO using a mix of its own 737-800s 
and A320s provided by major shareholder Qatar 
Airways. The Naples route will be flown 13-weekly and 
faces competition from easyJet’s 26-weekly service. 
easyJet (21-weekly) and Ryanair (14-weekly) make for 
stiff competition on the Palermo route, which Air Italy 
will initially serve 8-weekly, increasing to 14-weekly later 

in the summer. Finally, the Rome FCO route, which Air 
Italy will serve 3-daily (2-daily in July and August), is also 
served by Alitalia 4-daily, though Air Italy will offer more 
seats. Last summer the only carrier connecting these two 
airports was easyJet, which typically offered just 6-
weekly service. However, the carrier suspended the 
route at the end of S17. 

Air Malta has been busy fine-tuning its network at the 
beginning of May. On 1 May the airline resumed a 
weekly service from Malta to Manchester after the 
route was suspended in April 2017. On 4 May, a new 3-
weekly service was launched to London SEN, 
complementing the airline’s existing services to London 
LGW (daily) and London LHR (15-weekly). Then, on 6 
May, Air Malta began a 2-weekly service to Cagliari 
which then flies on to London SEN. Finally, on 7 May the 
Maltese flag-carrier launched a 2-weekly service 
between London SEN and Catania. All these routes will 
be flown by the airline’s A320 fleet. 

Air Moldova chose Sunday 6 May as the launch date for 
its new 3-weekly service from Chisinau to Tel Aviv. The 
1,730-kilometre route will be operated in Wednesdays, 
Fridays and Sundays using the airline’s A320s. One-way 
fares start from 99 Euros including all taxes. Competition 
during the summer period will come from Tandem Aero 
(2-weekly) and Arkia (2-weekly). For Tandem Aero this 
appears to be the only scheduled route that the airline 
operates. 

American Airlines introduced three new transatlantic 
services on Friday 4 May. From Chicago ORD the 
oneworld carrier will offer a daily service to Venice VCE 
using 787-8s, while from Philadelphia the airline’s 767-
300s are being used to serve Budapest and Prague. This 
summer American Airlines will serve 18 destinations in 
Europe from Philadelphia (with 19 daily flights), while 
from Chicago ORD it now serves seven destinations in 
Europe (with 10 daily flights). In addition, the US carrier 
serves seven destinations in Europe from Charlotte, 
seven from Dallas/Fort Worth, eight from New York JFK, 
one from Los Angeles, five from Miami and one from 
Raleigh/Durham. 

Binter Canarias has launched three new routes to 
airports not in the Canary Islands. Using CRJ 1000s 
operated by Air Nostrum, the carrier began 2-weekly 
service from Tenerife TFN to Palma de Mallorca on 2 
May, followed by 2-weekly service from Gran Canaria to 
both Palma de Mallorca and Vigo on 3 May.  

British Airways added two more transatlantic services at 
the beginning of May, one each from London LGW and 
London LHR. On 1 May the UK flag-carrier began 3-
weekly service from Gatwick to Toronto YYZ, competing 
with daily services offered by both Air Transat and 
WestJet. However, Air Canada Rouge, which was 
operating the route in S17, has chosen not to serve the 
market in S18. On 4 May Nashville became a new 
destination for British Airways with the introduction of a 
5-weekly service from London LHR, flown by the airline’s 
787-8s. This is the only transatlantic service from 
Nashville and becomes the airline’s 22nd US route this 
summer. 

Cathay Pacific Airways now serves Denmark. On 2 May 
the oneworld carrier began 3-weekly service from Hong 
Kong to Copenhagen using A350-900s. The 8,700-
kilometre route is not served by any other carrier and 
will operate on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. 
Cathay Pacific will serve 14 destinations in Europe this 
summer, two more than in S17. In addition to 
Copenhagen, the carrier is also adding Brussels and 
Dublin to its network, but has recently suspended 
service to Düsseldorf, a route it only launched in 
September 2015.  

China Eastern Airlines on 2 May began 2-weekly service 
from Xi’an to St. Petersburg. The 6,150-kilometre route 
will be operated by the SkyTeam member’s A330-200s 
on Wednesdays and Fridays. The inaugural flight arrived 
a full 40 minutes early according to Flightradar24.com. 
This summer the Chinese carrier is also serving Prague (2
-weekly) and Moscow SVO (3-weekly) non-stop from 
Xi’an. 

Cobalt continues its expansion from Larnaka. On 3 May 
the carrier began 2-weekly service (Thursdays and 
Saturdays) to Düsseldorf using a mix of its A319s and 
A320s. Competition on the 2,820-kilometre route comes 
from Condor who also offer a 2-weekly service. Cobalt 
already serves Frankfurt in Germany but not Berlin or 
Munich. This summer Cobalt will serve 21 destinations 
from Larnaka. Only two routes, Birmingham and 
Brussels BRU, have been dropped compared with last 
summer. 

Condor launched over a dozen new routes during the 
last fortnight, including significant expansion from 
Cologne Bonn. The airline has added new scheduled 
destinations primarily in Greece and Spain and also 
added some full charter routes to destinations in Egypt 
and Tunisia. Condor also began some new routes from 
Düsseldorf, including new destinations in Bulgaria, Italy 
and Tunisia. 

Croatia Airlines has added four new routes across three 
different Croatian airports during the last fortnight. On 3 
May the Star Alliance carrier began 2-weekly service to 
both Dublin (using A319s) and Mostar (using Q400s) 
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from Zagreb. Neither route faces direct competition. On 
5 May a new weekly service was added between Split 
and Copenhagen, a route already served by Norwegian 
and SAS. A few days earlier, on 30 April, Croatia Airlines 
had started a 5-weekly service between Dubrovnik and 
Munich, a route already served by both Eurowings and 
Lufthansa. This summer, Croatia Airlines will serve 17 
destinations from Split, one more than last summer 
while from Dubrovnik its network consists of 12 routes, 
the same as last summer, as the new Munich route 
replaces the suspended Nice service. 

Cyprus Airways now serves two more destinations in 
Germany with the addition of weekly flights from 
Larnaka to both Munich and Stuttgart. Eurowings 
already serves the latter route with a weekly flight while 
the Bavarian capital is connected by Lufthansa (6-
weekly) and Condor (weekly). This brings the airline’s 
network to six routes, as it already serves Athens, Beirut, 
St. Petersburg and Tel Aviv. Three more new routes are 
set to launch in the coming weeks to Prague, Verona 
and Zurich. 

easyJet continues to rapidly expand from its new Berlin 
TXL base. Between 2 May and 6 May the LCC launched 
new routes to Alghero (2-weekly), Edinburgh (daily), 
Olbia (2-weekly), London LGW (20-weekly) and Rhodes 
(weekly). Direct competition is limited to the Rhodes 
route which is also served from Tegel by Germania, 
SundAir and TUI fly Deutschland. On 2 May easyJet also 
added a seasonal service between Bordeaux and 
Rhodes, which will operate weekly. By the peak of the 
summer season the number of destinations served by 
the carrier from its new Bordeaux base will be 31. 

Eurowings has had a busy fortnight launching new 
routes from many of its bases such as Berlin TXL, 
Düsseldorf, Hannover, Munich, Salzburg, Stuttgart and 
Vienna. Over 20 routes have been started, mostly 
operating with just a single weekly frequency. Over half 
are to destinations in Greece such as Corfu, Heraklion 
and Rhodes. From Düsseldorf two new US routes were 
introduced, to Fort Myers and Miami, both served 3-
weekly by A330-300s borrowed from Brussels Airlines.  

French Bee on 11 May began service from Paris ORY to 
San Francisco and then on to Papeete on the island of 
Tahiti. The route will be served either 2-weekly or 3-
weekly using the airline’s two A350-900s which were 
delivered earlier this year. Both have 411 seats in a two-
class configuration. Although the airline faces no direct 
competition on the San Francisco route from Orly, both 
Air France (12-weekly) and United Airlines (daily) offer 
service from Paris CDG to San Francisco. French Bee was 
previously called French Blue but changed its name to 
avoid legal issues with US carrier JetBlue Airways.  

Germania has been even busier than Condor launching 
over 30 new routes during the first week of May. Former 
airberlin bases Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf have been the 
focus of the airline’s network expansion, accounting for 
around half of the new routes. However, Berlin SXF, 
Dresden and Nuremberg also all welcomed multiple new 
services. All the new routes were to destinations in 
either Egypt, Greece, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia or Turkey. 
Most will operate with just one or two weekly flights. 
Only one route will be served daily; Berlin TXL to Palma 
de Mallorca, a route already flown by easyJet (35-
weekly) and Eurowings (19-weekly). 

Icelandair chose 8 May to launch a 6-weekly service to 
Dublin from Reykjavik KEF using its 757s. The 1,500-
kilometre route is already flown by WOW air who 

launched their route in June 2015 and will be flying 11-
weekly this summer compared with up to 9-weekly in 
S17. As a result, capacity between Dublin and Iceland 
will have more than doubled in S18 compared with S17, 
though WOW air has dropped its seasonal Cork service 
which it launched last year with 4-weekly flights. 

Jet2.com continues to join the dots on its network. In 
the last fortnight it has launched some 29 new routes 
across seven of its bases. Birmingham and Belfast BFS 
each with seven new routes lead the way, followed by 
London STN (six), Edinburgh and Glasgow (three each), 
Newcastle (two) and Manchester (one). Of the 29 new 
routes, 11 are to destinations in Greece, seven to Turkish 
airports, four to Italian airports and three routes are to 
Spain (all to Almeria). Croatia, Cyprus, France and 
Portugal all get one new route each. Thessaloniki is the 
only airport to welcome four new Jet2.com routes 
during this period, with new services from Birmingham, 
Glasgow, London STN and Newcastle. 

KLM like Air France (see previous page) has begun 
service to Fortaleza in Brazil. The 2-weekly service from 
Amsterdam will use a mix of the SkyTeam carrier’s A330-
200s and A330-300s on the 7,430-kilometre route. A 
third weekly flight will be added from the beginning of 
July. KLM already serves both Rio de Janeiro and Sao 
Paulo GRU with daily flights.  

LOT Polish Airlines now offers transatlantic services from 
Budapest. On 3 May the Star Alliance carrier began 4-
weekly flights to New York JFK using its 787-8s, followed 
on 5 May by a 2-weekly service to Chicago ORD. Neither 

http://www.flightglobal.com/srsanalyser
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route is served by any other airline. The only other US 
service from Budapest this summer is a daily service 
with American Airlines to Philadelphia which launched 
on 4 May (see page 8). LOT has also added two more 
routes from its Warsaw WAW base. On 4 May service to 
Dubrovnik was added. Initially operating 3-weekly, 
frequency will increase to 6-weekly during the peak 
summer season. Finally, on 7 May, Nuremberg became 
the airline’s latest destination in Germany with the 
launch of 10-weekly flights, increasing to 12-weekly. 
These two new routes will be flown using the airline’s 
Embraer E-jets. 

Montenegro Airlines on 3 May began 2-weekly service 
from Tivat to both Munich and Leipzig using its E195s. 
Both routes operate on Thursdays and Sundays and are 
offered in conjunction with German tour operator FTI 
Group. Montenegro Airlines already serves two other 
German destinations, Düsseldorf (weekly) and Frankfurt 
(3-weekly), from Podgorica. 

Norwegian introduced its first transatlantic service from 
Amsterdam with the launch on 7 May of 4-weekly flights 
to New York JFK. Using the airline’s 787-9s, competition 
comes from KLM (20-weekly) and Delta Air Lines (14-
weekly). A few days earlier, on 2 May, Norwegian had 
also added 4-weekly service between Paris CDG and 
Boston, the airline’s seventh US route from the French 
capital. Competition on this route comes from Air France 
and Delta Air Lines who both offer a daily connection. 
American Airlines offered the route last summer but 
appears to have dropped the route. Amman in Jordan 
has become another new destination for Norwegian 
with the start of a 2-weekly service from Copenhagen on 
8 May. Finally, Bilbao, the recent venue for Routes 
Europe, is now served by Norwegian from Stockholm 
ARN with 2-weekly service. The Spanish airport is also 
served by Norwegian from Oslo OSL and Tenerife TFS.  

Qatar Airways has made Cardiff its newest destination 

from Doha. On 1 May the oneworld carrier began a 5-
weekly service (increasing to daily from mid-June) using 
its 787-8s, though an A350 was used on the inaugural 
flight. This summer Qatar Airways will serve six UK 
airports (the others being Birmingham, Edinburgh, 
London LGW, London LHR and Manchester) with a total 
of 95 weekly flights. This compares with 72 weekly flights 
across just four UK airports last summer as London LGW 
services resume later this summer. For more on how 
Cardiff Airport has evolved during the last 20 years see 
page 2 of this issue of The ANKER Report. 

Ryanair now has five aircraft based in Athens. As a 
result, the airline is launching several new routes from 
the Greek capital starting with Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden 
and Vilnius on 10 May, followed by Gdansk and 
Wroclaw on 11 May. All four of these routes will operate 
2-weekly. The only competition is on the Vilnius route, 
which is also served by Wizz Air with 3-weekly flights. A 
further five new routes start between 12 May and 16 
May. While the total number of destinations served by 
Ryanair from Athens this summer has grown 
significantly, the number of flights is actually down 
around 6% as the ULCC has cut flights on the relatively 
short domestic sectors to Chania and Rhodes. However, 
ASKs, which take into account sector length, are up 16% 
this summer, hence the need for an additional, based 
aircraft. 

Staying in Greece, Sky Express has added two more 
domestic routes from Athens. From 1 May the local 
carrier began serving Alexandroupolis and Kefalonia 
with its ATR 72s. Flights will operate up to 14-weekly on 
both routes with Olympic Air also offering a similar 
frequency using larger A320-series aircraft. 

Thomas Cook Airlines added 18 new airport-pairs from 
UK airports during the first week of May. These were 
spread across 10 UK airports, with Manchester (four 
new routes) and Bristol (three) receiving the most new 
routes. Birmingham, Leeds Bradford and Newcastle 
both welcomed two new services with the carrier. Of the 
18 routes, six are to destinations in Turkey, five to 
Greece, three to Spain (Girona), two to Tunisia (Enfidha) 
and one each to Egypt (Hurghada) and Portugal 
(Funchal). All routes will be flown with the leisure 
airline’s A320s and A321s. 

Tianjin Airlines has become the newest airline to serve 
Europe’s busiest airport. On 7 May the Chinese carrier 
arrived at London LHR from Xi’an with a 2-weekly A330-
200 service that originates in Tianjin. Last year Heathrow 
only had non-stop service to three Chinese cities; 
Beijing, Guangzhou and Shanghai, but since then Beijing 
Capital Airlines has added service to Qingdao (17 
November 2017) and Hainan Airlines has added 
Changsha (23 March 2018). With the addition of Xi’an 
there are now six destinations in China flown non-stop 
from Heathrow. Tianjin Airlines already served the UK 
market with a 2-weekly service from Chongqing to 
London LGW. 

Turkish Airlines on 8 May commenced its tenth route to 
Russia from Istanbul IST. Krasnodar will be served 5-
weekly using the Star Alliance carrier’s A319s. The 950-
kilometre route faces no direct competition. The only 
western European flag-carrier to serve Krasnodar is 
Austrian Airlines, which offers a 4-weekly service from 
Vienna. In 2017 almost 3.5 million passengers passed 
through Krasnodar, up almost 17% on 2016. 

Ukraine International Airlines launched its first service 
to India on 1 May with the introduction of a 3-weekly 
service from Kiev KBP to Delhi. The airline will use its 
767s on the 4,550-kilometre route, which is not served 
by any other carrier. This is the only non-stop service 
between Ukraine and India. This new route is also the 
airline’s fifth longest after New York JFK, Bangkok, 

Colombo and Beijing. 

United Airlines started serving Porto from its New York 
EWR base on 4 May. The seasonal service will operate 
daily during the summer season using the Star Alliance 
member’s classic 757s. Competition on the 5,375-
kilometre comes from fellow Star Alliance member TAP 
Portugal, which offers a 2-weekly service. This brings to 
25 the number of European destinations served non-
stop by United from Newark in S18. Compared with last 
summer it has added Porto and Reykjavik KEF but 
dropped Birmingham. 

Wizz Air resumed service on 1 May on a route it briefly 
served in 2009. The route in question is between London 
LTN and Lviv in Ukraine. The 1,710-kilometre route will 
be flown 3-weekly and faces no direct competition. In 
fact, this is the only service between the UK and Lviv. 
Wizz Air now operates six routes from Lviv; three to 
Poland (Gdansk, Katowice and Wroclaw), two to 
Germany (Berlin SXF and Dortmund) and one to the UK. 

WOW air launched not one but two new US routes 
during the first 10 days of May. On 3 May the Icelandic 
carrier started a 4-weekly service from Reykjavik KEF to 
Cleveland. The route will face competition from 
Icelandair’s own new service which starts later this 
month. On 9 May Cincinnati welcomed a 4-weekly 
service which does not face any competition. Both 
routes are being flown by the airline’s A321s. Last 
summer Cleveland had no transatlantic services while 
Cincinnati only offered a daily service to Paris CDG with 
Delta Air Lines. 
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Data published here has been made public between 30 April and 11 May 2018. Country Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date) 

Albania March: Tirana pax +9.2% to 192k. YTD: pax +10.4% to 561k. 

Austria 
March: Salzburg pax +5.3 to 226k; Graz pax -1.0% to 76,130; Klagenfurt pax +5.9% to 18,555. 
YTD (Mar): Salzburg pax -1.0% to 659k; Graz pax -1.0% to 195k; Klagenfurt pax +9.1% to 51,434. 

Belarus March: Minsk pax +9.2% to 285,720. YTD: pax +10.6% to 806k. 

Belgium 
March: All airports pax +5.3% to 2.60m; Ostend pax +21.2% to 19,204; Liege pax +5.6% to 8,591. 
YTD (Mar): All airports pax +5.6% to 6.99m; Ostend pax +17.0% to 51,601; Liege pax +6.3% to 21,937. 

Bos. & Herz. April: Sarajevo pax +9.0% to 86,995. YTD: pax +15.5% to 256k. 

Croatia 
April: Top 5 airports pax +3.5% to 593k; Zagreb pax +5.7% to 254k; Dubrovnik pax +5.4% to 152k; Split pax +0.9% to 124k; Zadar pax -5.8% to 45,705. 
YTD (Apr): Top 5 airports pax +11.4% to 1.41m; Zagreb pax +11.0% to 839k; Dubrovnik pax +11.7% to 246k; Split pax +14.4% to 242k; Zadar pax +2.5% to 61k. 

Cyprus April: Larnaka pax +6.0% to 592k; Pafos pax +15.2% to 256k. YTD: Larnaka pax +10.1% to 1.62m; Pafos pax +14.6% to 566k. 

Czech Republic 
March All airports pax +12.4% to 1.21m; Ostrava pax -0.9% to 13,267; Brno pax -31.6% to 11,082. 
YTD (Mar): All airports pax +11.5% to 3.12m; Ostrava pax -5.1% to 34,527; Brno pax -32.0% to 30,588. 

Denmark 
April: Billund pax +6.1% to 279k; Aalborg pax +14.1% to 128k; Aarhus pax +39.6% to 41,428. 
YTD (Apr): Billund pax +10.9% to 958k; Aalborg pax +6.8% to 489k; Aarhus pax +17.2% to 131k. 

Estonia April: Tallinn pax +17.2% to 239k. YTD: pax +14.9% to 795k. 

Faroe Islands April: Vagar pax +4.0% to 30,605. YTD: pax +15.2% to 92,180. 

France April: Nantes pax +4.0% to 507k. YTD: pax +13.6% to 1.60m. 

Georgia 
March: All airports pax +36.3% to 339k; Tbilisi pax +36.4% to 291k; Kutaisi pax +30.4% to 29,161; Batumi pax +45.1% to 18,633. 
YTD (Mar): All airports pax +35.3% to 839k; Tbilisi pax +37.0% to 724k; Kutaisi pax +15.0% to 78,020; Batumi pax +55.1% to 36,762. 

Germany 

March: All airports (ADV) pax +5.9% to 18.67m; Düsseldorf pax -7.3% to 1.78m; Hamburg pax -0.4% to 1.37m; Cologne Bonn pax +5.8% to 936k; Stuttgart pax 
+11.4% to 852k; Nuremberg pax +9.7% to 309k; Bremen pax +15.1% to 197k; Dortmund pax +14.9% to 169k; Frankfurt HHN pax -4.8% to 166k; Lepizig/Halle 
pax -6.1% to 153k; Dresden pax -6.8% to 135k; Weeze pax +15.1% to 116k. 
YTD (Mar): All airports (ADV) pax +3.1% to 48.44m; Düsseldorf pax -8.0% to 4.59m; Hamburg pax +0.0% to 3.56m; Cologne Bonn pax +4.1% to 2.43m; Stuttgart 
pax +10.7% to 2.15m; Nuremberg pax +8.7% to 797k; Bremen pax +9.7% to 492k; Dortmund pax +15.1% to 465k; Frankfurt HHN pax -4.5% to 459k; Lepizig/
Halle pax +1.3% to 395k; Dresden pax -4.4% to 336k; Weeze pax +13.1% to 294k. 
April: Memmingen pax +21.9% to 122k; Rostock pax +83.8% to 16,989 (runway was closed for part of April 2017). 
YTD (Apr): Memmingen pax +30.5% to 416k; Rostock pax +29.5% to 56,373. 

Greece 
April: Athens pax +13.6% to 1.87m, international pax +16.1% to 1.30m, domestic pax +8.5 to 571k. 
YTD (Apr): Athens pax +9.7% to 5.88m, international pax +16.0% to 4.01m, domestic pax -1.6% to 1.87m. 

Hungary April: Budapest pax +13.6% to 1.24m. YTD: pax +16.0% to 4.22m. 

Ireland April: Dublin pax +5.0% to 2.61m; Cork pax +2.3% to 187k. YTD (Apr): Dublin pax +4.5% to 8.69m; Cork pax +2.4% to 616k. 

Kosovo March: Pristina pax +18.9% to 150k. YTD: pax +16.9% to 418k. 

Latvia March: Riga pax +20.4% to 505k. YTD: pax +19.4% to 1.35m. 

Lithuania 
April: All airports pax +14.3% to 515k; Vilnius pax +15.0% to 402k; Kaunas pax +16.0% to 87,386; Palanga pax +0.6% to 25,732. 
YTD (Apr): All airports pax +15.6% to 1.75m; Vilnius pax +16.5% to 1.38m; Kaunas pax +16.3% to 291k; Palanga pax +0.3% to 79,759. 

Luxembourg March: Luxembourg pax +22.8% to 299k. YTD: pax +18.8% to 782k. 

Macedonia March: Skopje pax +19.8% to 157k; Ohrid pax +3.4% to 5,648. YTD (Mar): Skopje pax +20.3% to 433k; Ohrid pax +7.7% to 16,109. 

Moldova March: Chisinau pax +10.6% to 172k. YTD: pax +10.0% to 514k. 

Netherlands April: Eindhoven pax +5.8 to 533k. YTD: pax +10.0% to 1.77m. 

Poland 
February: All airports pax +15.5% to 2.74m. 
March: All airports pax +14.8% to 3.14m; Warsaw WAW pax +14.8% to 1.24m; Szczecin pax +10.8% to 43,167. 
YTD (Mar): All airports pax +15.4% to 8.73m; Warsaw WAW pax +14.7% to 3.42m; Szczecin pax +16.8% to 125k. 

Portugal 
March: Top 5 airports pax +14.0% to 3.92m; Lisbon pax +17.2% to 2.23m; Porto pax +15.4% to 887k; Faro pax +4.3% to 423k; Funchal pax +3.9% to 255k. 
YTD (Mar): Top 5 airports pax +12.1% to 10.29m; Lisbon pax +15.8% to 6.00m; Porto pax +12.1% to 2.38m; Faro pax +0.0% to 903k; Funchal pax +2.5% to 681k. 

Romania 

March: All airports pax +5.8% to 1.50m; Bucharest pax +6.2% to 1.00m; Cluj-Napoca pax +8.3% to 203k; Iasi pax -0.4% to 81,707; Sibiu pax +4.4% to 39,683; 
Craiova pax +31.7% to 36,417; Bacau pax -5.1% to 28,036. 
YTD (Mar): All airports pax +6.3% to 4,17m; Bucharest pax +6.0% to 2.76m; Cluj-Napoca pax +7.8% to 559k; Iasi pax +2.8% to 239k; Sibiu pax +4.1% to 108k; 
Craiova pax +52.5% to 102k; Bacau pax -7.9% to 80,337. 

Russia 
March: Moscow SVO pax +13.4% to 3.27m; Moscow DME pax -0.6% to 2.07m. 
YTD (Mar): Moscow SVO pax +11.9% to 9.10m; Moscow DME pax -1.3% to 5.91m. 

Serbia 
March: Nis pax +23.6% to 29,088. YTD: pax +28.2% to 84,894. 
April: Belgrade pax +7.5% to 448k. YTD: pax +5.3% to 1.45m. 

Slovakia April: Bratislava pax +26.9% to 153k. YTD: pax +21.0% to 506k. 

Ukraine 
March: All airports pax +26.4% to 1.30m; Kiev KBP pax +21.1% to 834k; Odessa pax +13.5% to 91,794. 
YTD (Mar): All airports pax +21.8% to 3.62m; Kiev KBP pax +15.3% to 2.31m; Odessa pax +16.8% to 259k. 
April: Kharkiv pax +5.2% to 65,138. YTD: pax +20.3% to 237k. 

UK 

March: Birmingham pax -2.8% to 879k; Glasgow pax -5.8% to 665k; Bristol pax -4.2% to 549k; Belfast BFS pax +0.6% to 450k; London LCY pax -5.0% to 383k; 
Newcastle pax +3.3% to 343k; East Midlands pax -1.2% to 275k; Aberdeen pax -0.5% to 242k; Leeds Bradford pax -8.9% to 226k; Southampton pax -6.6% to 
147k; Cardiff pax +10.7% to 96,153; London SEN pax +37.4% to 91,723. 
YTD (Mar): Birmingham pax -4.0% to 2.39m; Glasgow pax -5.0% to 1.81m; Bristol pax +2.1% to 1.55m; Belfast BFS pax -2.5% to 1.20m; London LCY pax -1.2% to 
1.03m; Newcastle pax +2.0% to 913k; East Midlands pax -3.6% to 704k; Aberdeen pax +2.8% to 674k; Leeds Bradford pax -3.9% to 601k; Southampton pax  
-2.7% to 411k; Cardiff pax +9.4% to 245k; London SEN pax +31.4% to 236k. 
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in October, down 2.2% in November and down 10.7% in 
December. So far, in the first quarter of 2018, domestic 
traffic is down 4.3% as easyJet and others attempt to fill 
the capacity gaps left by airberlin. 

After reaching a high in 2008, German domestic traffic 
fell in 2009 as a consequence of the global economic 
recession. After modest growth in 2010, German 
passengers were then hit with a travel tax, introduced by 
the government at the beginning of 2011. While this 
appears to have had little impact at first, domestic 
passenger numbers dropped in 2012 and 2013 before 
starting to pick up again in 2014. 

As in France, the German domestic market faces 
competition from HSR, with the ICE network continuing 
to expand. Most recently the network has seen the 
creation of a high-speed route between Berlin and 
Munich, with rail journey times now reduced to under 
four hours, making it competitive with air services. 

UK APD a double blow for domestic travellers 

The UK domestic air travel market is the only one of the 
five domestic markets analysed here to have fewer 
passengers in 2017 than it did in 2004. According to UK 
CAA statistics the UK’s airports handled 42.7 million 
passengers last year, up 2% compared with 2016. 
However, just over 50 million domestic passengers were 
handled in 2005, when the UK domestic market was 
bigger than those of France, Germany and Italy, though 
still a long way behind Spain. 

Although the UK introduced its APD (Air Passenger Duty) 
tax as long ago as 1994, charges were doubled in 
February 2007. The charge is applicable to all passengers 
departing from a UK airport, which means that a 
domestic passenger is charged for both sectors of a 
return journey. Increased from £5 to £10 in 2007, the 
APD for domestic services was raised again in 2009, 2010 
and most recently 2013, so that it now stands at £13, or 
£26 for a return flight. The UK is still waiting for 
continental style high-speed rail services with the only 
genuinely fast connection being the Eurostar route 
which links London with Brussels and Paris.  

Heathrow’s congestion has also played a part, as 
domestic capacity has been squeezed out in favour of 
more profitable international routes. Surprisingly, 
despite a 33% drop in domestic capacity at Heathrow 
between 2005 and 2017, only one domestic route has 
been lost in that time, to Durham Tees Valley, a route 
once operated by bmi British Midland.  

However, only eight domestic routes are currently 
served from Heathrow; to Aberdeen, Belfast BHD, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Inverness, Leeds Bradford, 
Manchester and Newcastle. One of the arguments for a 
third runway at Heathrow, is that it would create enough 
capacity to enable more UK airports to be connected to 
one of Europe’s major hub airports. For comparison, 26 
UK airports have direct flights to Amsterdam, which 
includes all six London airports. The potential for new 
Heathrow domestic services will be discussed at the 3rd 
British-Irish Airports Expo hosted by Heathrow Airport at 
London Olympia from 12-13 June.  

Edinburgh busier than Heathrow for domestic traffic 

Comparison of UK CAA data for 2017 and 2005 shows 
that Edinburgh has usurped London LHR as the UK’s 
busiest airport for domestic traffic. Total domestic 
demand fell by 15% between these two years and 
Edinburgh’s traffic fell by 14%. However, Heathrow saw 
a decline of 28%, resulting in the Scottish airport taking 
over the number one ranking in the UK. 

Five London airports (shown in red) are among the top 
15 for domestic traffic with London LCY reporting 
domestic growth of 80%. Only one other airport in the 
top 15, Belfast BFS, reported double-digit growth across 
this period. Three airports saw domestic demand fall by 
30% or more; Manchester (down 30%), London STN 
(down 34%) and Newcastle (down 37%).  

Edinburgh’s share of the total UK domestic market in 
2017 was just 12.3%. In France, Paris ORY (10.8 million) 
accounts for 21.4% of all domestic air traffic ahead of 
Paris CDG (5.7 million), Nice (4.7 million), Toulouse (4.7 
million), Marseille (3.6 million), Lyon (3.3 million) and 
Bordeaux (3.0 million) 

In Germany, Munich (9.8 million), with 20.7% of 
domestic traffic is busier than Berlin TXL (7.7 million), 
Frankfurt (7.3 million) and Hamburg (5.2 million).  

Rome FCO is the clear winner in Italy with 11.5 million 

domestic passengers, giving it 18.5% of the domestic 
market. Next up are Catania (6.2 million), Milan LIN (4.9 
million), Palermo (4.4 million), Cagliari (3.3 million), 
Milan BGY (3.3 million) and  Milan MXP (3.2 million). 

The busiest airport across the five countries for domestic 
traffic is to be found in Spain, where Madrid handled 
almost 14.9 million domestic passengers last year, 
representing 20.3% of all Spanish domestic traffic. 
Barcelona with almost 13 million domestic passengers 
was second followed by Palma de Mallorca (6.4 million), 
Gran Canaria (4.8 million) and Tenerife TFN (4.7 million). 

Air France and Lufthansa dominant in domestic markets 

Analysis of 2017 schedule data for these five domestic 
markets being examined reveals clear differences in the 
competitive landscape in each country. The market 
share for the leading four airlines (based on analysis of 
FlightGlobal schedules data for 2017) suggests that no 
airline has more than 55% of its home market and that in 
four of the countries three airlines have at least a 12% 
share of the market. However, that is based purely on 
airline codes.  

In the French market, the second biggest carrier HOP! 
(with 18% of the market) is the regional arm of Air 
France, giving Air France almost 72% of the local market. 
Given that it is also a stakeholder in Air Corsica (7%), that 
takes the flag-carrier’s influence over the domestic 
market to almost 80%. easyJet with 14% and Volotea 
(4%) are the biggest carriers not under the influence of 
Air France. 

Lufthansa’s 55% may not seem that dominant, but third 

and fourth ranked Eurowings (12%) and germanwings 
(10%) are both part of the German flag-carrier. That 
leaves now defunct airberlin with 20% of the market as 
the only local rival, a role that has been taken up in 2018 
by easyJet. 

Looking at S18 capacity data in Germany shows that 
Lufthansa’s share of the domestic market is now around 
59%, while its in-house LCC Eurowings commands a 
further 28%, giving the Lufthansa Group a massive 87% 
of the domestic air travel market.  

easyJet’s new Berlin TXL base, with domestic routes to 
Cologne Bonn, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Munich and 
Stuttgart gives the LCC between 9% and 10% of the 
German domestic market this summer. Ryanair comes 
next with less than 2% of the market. Impressively, 
domestic capacity is estimated to be up 1% in S18 versus 
S17, according to FlightGlobal schedules data, which is 
quite an achievement given that airberlin had an 
estimated 23% of the domestic market in S17. 

In Italy the competition is more genuine with Alitalia 
(43%) leading Ryanair (33%) and easyJet (8%). Meridiana 
(now Air Italy) and Volotea each had a further 5% of the 
market in 2017. In Spain Vueling (29%) and Iberia (27%) 
are both part of IAG, giving the group over 50% of the 
domestic market, ahead of Air Europa (14%) and Ryanair 
(14%). 

Finally, in the UK there are three rival airlines with 
similar market shares, though they do not compete 
directly on many routes. Flybe (31%), easyJet (31%) and 
British Airways (26%) account for 88% of UK domestic 
seat capacity with Ryanair (5%) a distant fourth. 


